„PROPHYLAXIS: "The guard of health beforehand" impossible against Amazon!“
Mr. Jeffrey Bezos, Chairman, President, and CEO
Amazon.com Inc.
1200 12th Ave. South, Suite 1200 • Seattle, WA 98144-2734
Fax: 206-622-2405

27.04.2013

Dear Mr. Jeffrey Bezos,
firstly, I'd like to introduce myself, because I find it important for you to know, why I demand
compensation from Amazon.
My company: EHRLICH PROPHYLAXE - DIAGNOSE & THERAPIE
1. EHRLICH: my surname and for everyone else as a security, that everything's honest.
2. PROPHYLAXE: the protection before anything happens. (prevention)
3. DIAGNOSE: with our heart- and body-fat-measurements (ExcellenceHealthStation.de)
4. THERAPIE: the absolute therapy with hydrosun (HydroSun.net) and own supplements
(e.x. BIOTIVIA® - EhrlichBio® - BioForge® etc.)
5. For me it's not about making money, but finding solutions for us to grow old healthy.
And with Biotivia we are already on topic, because since Octobre 2010 Amazon.de GmbH sells
american supplements in Germany and Europe, thereby violates the trade mark laws and commits
economic and property crime (competition law). I have fought against this without success and just
now, due to a more aggressive campagne, succeeded with Amazon.de not selling any american
Biotivia products (Biotivia LLC) in Germany anymore. (but UK still sells to Germany) My trademark
(Biotivia.mobi) was dragged through the mud and nothing worth anymore, because every Affiliate
Partner of Amazon.de abused it.
29 month I will now enforce with charges inkl. claim for compensation and incoming and outgoing
goods of Amazon.de will proove how many million products are sold in Germany (on with
Amazon.de GmbH earn € 10,- a piece)
With Germany Amazon reached a grand market and is on everyone's lips right now, thus more and
more negative. That many laws are being violented by Amazon in Germany can even be read on
Wikipedia nowadays, UK will follow.
Amazon dealt a big damage to me, on which I will have to work for years, in my old age. (67) This
is why I will do anything necessary with my lawyer to live in the future. (though an honest
extrajudicial association is possible)
EHRLICH PROPHYLAXE – DIAGNOSE & THERAPIE U.G. – Rheingasse 5 – 53113 Bonn/Germany

Herewith you have a bit of overview, what's happening in Germany, and you certainly don't know
anything.
Enclosed some important links:

• www.biotivia.biz (James Betz Biotivia.LLC) many more....
• www.bio-ti-via.de (my solution for Germany)
• www.biotivia.me
Your advertising yesterday:
1. Google: http://www.ehrlich.tv/amazon-google.gif
2. Web.de: http://www.ehrlich.tv/amazon-web-de.gif
3. GMX: http://www.ehrlich.tv/amazon-gmx.gif
4. AOL: http://www.ehrlich.tv/amazon-aol.gif
5. Yahoo: http://www.ehrlich.tv/amazon-yahoo.gif
6. Bing: http://www.ehrlich.tv/amazon-bing.gif
7. Amazon Webseite: http://www.ehrlich.tv/amazon-webseite.gif
8. amazonPartnerNet: http://www.ehrlich.tv/amazonpartner.gif
Amazon is the Google-King in Germany
Google still is the dominant marketing machine. Intensively the Amazon search engine tool is used.
The online retailer not only buys the most advertising space, but also appears prominently as the
only dealer in the regular search results.
The online retailer Amazon is the company that is by far the most commonly displayed in the
Google search. According to calculations by the research firm Searchmetrics for the FOCUS,
Amazon ads appeared on the billboards last year up to three times more likely than the next
companies advertising (Otto and Ebay). Only on rank 6th the fashion retailer Zalando finds its
place, who was, however, significantly less likely to be seen in the second half of the Google
advertising than at the beginning of the year.
Amazon is also the company that is most often shown in the search results of normal (organic)
Google search. Only the online encyclopedia Wikipedia is better placed. Then Facebook, Chip,
Ebay and Youtube follow. The commitment of Amazon pays off: In December alone, Google
directed its 105 million users directly to the Amazon Store. Throughout 2012, Amazon has
achieved 6.4 billion euros turnover in Germany, but has most recently come under criticism for bad
working conditions for seasonal workers.
Your advertising today:
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1. http://www.ehrlich.tv/amazon-aol-today.gif
2. http://www.ehrlich.tv/amazon-bing-today.gif
3. http://www.ehrlich.tv/amazon-gmx-today.gif
4. http://www.ehrlich.tv/amazon-google-today.gif
5. http://www.ehrlich.tv/amazon-web-de-today.gif
6. http://www.ehrlich.tv/amazon-yahoo-today.gif
02.05.2013: New order from Germany (economic crime)

•

http://www.ehrlich.tv/order-amazon-germany-one.gif

•

http://www.ehrlich.tv/my-amazon-order-02-05-2013.gif

•

http://www.ehrlich.tv/bad-hersfeld.gif (from today 06.05.2013)

Kind regards

Willi Ehrlich
Imprint: www.Ehrlich.mobi
Amazon is extremely criminal and would sell it's own grandmother!
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